Cross-Registry Benchmarking of Data Quality: Lessons Learned
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Abstract. Feedback of data quality measures to study sites is an established procedure in the management of registries. Comparisons of data quality between registries as a whole are missing. We implemented a cross-registry benchmarking of data quality within the field of health services research for six projects. Five (2020) and six (2021) quality indicators were selected from a national recommendation. The calculation of the indicators was adjusted to the registries’ specific settings. Nineteen (2020) and 29 results (2021) could be included in the yearly quality report. Seventy-four per cent (2020) and 79% (2021) of the results did not include the threshold in their 95%-confidence-limits. The benchmarking revealed several starting points for a weak-point analysis through a comparison of results with a predefined threshold as well as through comparisons among each other. In the future, a cross-registry benchmarking might be part of services provided through a health services research infrastructure.
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1. Introduction

Medical registries provide an understanding about daily health care based upon an observational recording of health-related information. The understanding of daily health care is a prerequisite for advanced tasks as quality research, health economics, or benefit assessment. Having recorded data as its assets, the quality of the data determines the level of knowledge a registry is able to offer. Data should allow, on the one hand, the
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answering of research questions defined in a registry protocol and, on the other hand, the execution of statistical procedures defined in an analysis plan. The data itself could be checked concerning inherent characteristics such as data completeness, consistency, or timeliness. Typically, a data management and monitoring facility is responsible for the quality control of the data. Recommendations about the organization and the operation of such a facility are published [1]. One element of quality control could be a feedback to study sites about the quality of the data for which a study site is responsible. Feedback is a well-known intervention of quality management in health care [2]. Current results of performance measures of one study site could be compared with results of other sites as well as with predefined target values. Missing is the possibility to compare the level of data quality of one registry with the level of data quality of another registry. This cross-registry benchmarking would allow learning from the best in the field, not only for study sites within a registry but also for the registry as a whole.

A funding initiative of the German Ministry of Education and Research brought together six medical registries and a supporting accompanying project. The registries cover different medical fields and objectives: ParaReg documents inpatient stays of people with spinal cord injury or disorder, families record fever episodes for the FeverApp-registry, TOFU is interested in treatment exit options for non-infectious, non-anterior uveitis patients with the lowest rate of recurrence, HerediCalRe interconnects health care and health research for women at risk of ovarian and breast cancer, RECUR integrates data of patients suffering from recurrent calculus of the urinary tract from a smartphone app with data from university clinics, living donors of kidney transplants are recruited by SOLKID-GNR (cf. [3] for details about the registries). The six projects started in 2019 with the realization of their registries. In parallel, the accompanying project implemented the cross-registry benchmarking in close cooperation with the registries. In this paper, we want to share our experiences and lessons learned so far.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Selection of quality indicators

The set of quality indicators used for the cross-registry benchmarking had to be based on an available national recommendation [4]. Two approaches were combined to reduce this set of 51 indicators to a feasible volume. On the one hand, 15 projects in a preceding phase of the funding initiative rated the indicators [5]. On the other hand, an estimation about the relevance of the quality indicators was adopted from the literature [6]. This selection led to an initial set of five indicators (keys in parenthesis): missing values in mandatory data elements (TMF-1014), outliers (TMF-1018), recruitment rate (TMF-1030), drop-out-rate (TMF-1034), completeness (TMF-1046). After the first quality report, two indicators were excluded. TMF-1018 was found to be not helpful due to optimal results for all registries. The application of TMF-1046 was too complex for the moment [7]. Therefore, the subsequent version of the set still included TMF-1014, TMF-1030 and TMF-1034. Three other indicators were added: consistency (TMF-1003), observational units with follow-up (TMF-1042), residual classes for qualitative data elements (REGISVF-1053). Most of the results were rates, having the enumerator as part of the denominator. The calculations of TMF-1034 and TMF-1042 led to ratios with a denominator population of a preceding period. TMF-1030 was a rate in case of registries aiming for case completeness, a ratio in case of registries with fixed target size.
2.2. Organization of the benchmarking

The available definitions of the quality indicators [4] were extended for the concrete use case. In order to achieve fair comparisons, an adjustment to the different settings was added. Following the definition of data quality in ISO 8000 [8], the adjustment could A) vary the applied quality indicators between the registries, B) define different requirements for each registry, or C) use registry-specific thresholds. We decided to apply a common set of quality indicators with only one general threshold for each indicator in the benchmarking. Adjustment was implemented by offering the registries option B, to adapt the calculation of the quality indicators to their conditions. For example, each registry determined the data elements included in the calculation of TMF-1014, the number and the content of integrity rules checked for TMF-1003, or the denominator used in TMF-1030. Threshold values for the indicators were taken from the literature [4] where possible.

Due to data protection reasons, the registries themselves calculated the results based on the specification of the quality indicators and a joint compilation of the registry-specific adaptations. The accompanying project received the results from each registry in a filled template with raw figures and rates or ratios at the beginning of the subsequent year. The accompanying project supplemented the results with 95%-confidence-intervals (95%-CI). A quality report covering all registries with the selected quality indicators was created including tabular and graphical elements. To support the registries in the interpretation of their results, remarks indicated noticeable results that could be the starting point of a weak point analysis. The quality reports were discussed together in workshops and additionally in bilateral meetings.

Figure 1. Results of the data year 2020. Arrows indicate the desired direction, the horizontal lines the predefined threshold, and the vertical lines the 95%-CI.

3. Results

Quality reports were created for the data years 2020 and 2021. Due to the Corona pandemic, recruitment of patients started delayed and slower as expected. One registry (RECUR) was not able to recruit any patient in these years. ParaReg did not record quantitative data elements with the possibility of outliers in 2020, in 2021 there was not
any case with expected follow-up. Completeness (TMF-1046) was excluded from the quality report (cf. [7] for a discussion of the reasons). We ended up with 19 values for four quality indicators in the report 2020 (cf. figure 1) and 29 results for six quality indicators in the report 2021 (cf. figure 2).

![Figure 2. Results of the data year 2021. Arrows indicate the desired direction, the horizontal lines the predefined threshold, and the vertical lines the 95%-CI.](image)

4. Discussion

We expected that the cross-registry benchmarking of data quality could be implemented like a cherry on top of carefully designed case report forms, a systematic and well-founded central monitoring, regularly scheduled reports for the registry office, audits at study sites with at least a partial source data verification, and a benchmarking of study sites using a wide range of quality indicators. However, we recognized that the basis for the cross-registry benchmarking was very heterogeneous. For example, some indicators were specifically implemented for the benchmarking and were not a by-product of an already implemented monitoring. For some projects, the cross-registry benchmarking produced pressure from the cherry on top, leading to extra efforts. Therefore, we assume that not all positive effects of the benchmarking are visible in the results of the quality indicators. The quality reports also highlighted a reverse correlation between data (TMF-1014) and case (TMF-1030) completeness. Both registries, that achieved outstanding results for the recruitment rate in 2021, had the highest rates of missing values.

Quality indicators should provide reliable and valid results. Good quality indicators support responsible parties in quality improvement [9]. In this respect, the quality reports of the cross-registry benchmarking provided a couple of starting points for further actions. All registries received a critical feedback in view of the thresholds differentiating between good and poor data quality. Additionally, the large span of results for most of the indicators allowed a head-to-head comparison of the registries, initiating a learning experience. Further quality-related actions are the rationale of using indicators for quality management to “identify events that merit further review” [9]. That does not mean that every critical result really illustrates a problem. We feel that a set of indicators should be tailored to the current needs. For example, using electronic systems for data capture in all registries avoided outliers through plausibility checks at the time of data recording.
The respective indicator did not provide any new insights and was skipped. The registries’ repository of metadata (cf. https://www.toolpool-gesundheitsforschung.de/produkte/metadaten-bmbf-foerdermassnahme-modellhafte-register) disclosed the frequent use of residual classes as “other” for categorical data elements. A respective, newly added quality indicator was found to be helpful and motivated some actions immediately after sampling the data for the quality report.

5. Conclusions

Due to their heterogeneity, a quality indicator that makes sense in one registry may be nonsensical in another. Therefore it is very important to consider the quality indicators in their respective context. Our experience has also shown that the process of discussing quality indicators between those responsible for registry design and analysis can contribute to improving the respective registries. Being aware of the fact, that implementing a cross-registry benchmarking does not replace a thorough evaluation of the method, we are convinced that this approach is worthwhile to be further investigated. There might be a future with services that allow independent registries to compare their data quality with each other beyond the frame of a funding initiative.
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